
EXT. ROCKY LANDSCAPE - DAY1 1

IGGY bounds eagerly through a landscape of 
rocky formations looking for his friends:

IGGY1 1
Woohoos?! WOOHOOS! I just made up an 
EPIC story, about a purple Woohoo with 
four noses - no wait, SEVEN noses!

He bounds towards WYNONA, SCOTTY and ELLIE. who are busy and 
not really listening. 

IGGY2 2(CONT’D)
And her best friend is... I haven’t 
thought of that bit yet! Let me tell 
you my story right now, and maybe 
we’ll find out!

The other Woohoos are busy building a wobbly tower of piled-up 
rocks and stay focussed on the tower.

WYNONA3 3
Can’t wait to hear it, Iggy! We just 
need to finish building our Really 
Rocky Tower, first.

SCOTTY4 4
This is my Building Dance. Da-da, dum 
da-da...

Scotty wiggles his behind. The tower <RATTLES> and wobbles.

ELLIE5 5
We have to concentrate really really 
BUTTERFLYYYY!

Ellie bounces away to follow a passing BUTTERFLY. She lets go of 
the base rock and the whole thing <collapses noisily>. 

6 6

7 7 *

WYNONA
OoopsieDoops! It’s Start-All-Over-
Again Time! <happy puffin-honk!>

ELLIE & SCOTTY
Yaayy!

They get busy, re-piling the rocks. Iggy’s tail 
droops.

IGGY8 8
(mild disappointment) *

Aww. I want to tell my story now.

He turns, softly kicking a pebble; approaching a rocky arch.
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IGGY (TO SELF)9 9 *(CONT’D)
I wish there was someone I could tell 
my purple Woohoo story to... Stories 
are the best!

Iggy’s facing into the rocky arch as he says this. He’s 
startled to hear, coming from the rocky arch:

10 10  ECHO (IGGY’S VOICE)
Stories are the best!

Iggy nods, then turns back to tell the other Woohoos:

IGGY11 11
See, this Woohoo wants to hear my stor- 
HUUHHH?!?

Iggy double-takes, then runs and pokes his head inside the 
mouth of a tunnel. He peers in but sees nothing. 

12 12

13 13

IGGY (CONT’D) 
Wooo-hoooo?!

ECHO (IGGY’S VOICE) 
Wooo-hoooo?!

Iggy <gasps> then bounds back to the Woohoos;

14 14 *IGGY (CALLING)
Guess what, Woohoos?! There’s a new 
Woohoo in there!!

He hops up and down excitedly, pointing to the rocky tunnel.
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